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From Reader Review ???????12 [Kisu Yorimo Hayaku 12] for
online ebook

Maud says

Overall the series was cute. The characters were intriguing and complex at times. Teppei kun was adorable?
The ending was a bit rushed and open. I would have liked to see more of their life together after officially
marrying.

Tia Ayu Sulistyana says

Finally I finish read this manga! Yeay! The love story between Kazuma and Fumino is cute. They really love
each other but somehow they can't express it clearly. Fumino is too shy and too young to showing her feeling
towards Kazuma. And Kazuma is always think about the best things for Fumino and sometimes he doesn't
even think about himself. The story line between teacher and student is somehow sweet to me. And I just
love Kazuma characters. He can be so cute and childish but in the other side he can be so wise and cool.
Aww... Teppei is so damn cute too. I can't resist kids that so cute like him. Over all, I like this manga even
though I expect more in the ending part.

Doremili says

No es de los mejores que he leído pero es bueno y con una temporalidad perfecta, ni demasiado largo para
tornarse aburrido ni demasiado corto como para no entender, simplemente siguió su propio ritmo,
inocentemente romántico, y todo muy correcto.

La historia es interesante: un maestro entusiasta que decide proteger a su alumna huérfana casándose con ella
pero manteniendo el secreto en la escuela mientras en casa lo único a la que la obliga es recibirlo en cosplay.
Hasta que claro, se enamoran.

Como dije es normalito, pero muy tierno, notas como los personajes crecen en su romance, aunque de todos
los secundarios solo uno realmente vale la pena, todos los demás son olvidables o cambian radicalmente la
personalidad con la que se presentaron.

Para pasar el rato

Yuki says

The Twilight of sh?jo manga, except in this case the guy is responsible and doesn't fuck a clueless schoolgirl.
So I supposed this makes it deserves +1 star?



Salwa Alqallaf says
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Katie says

see full review @ Katie's Corner

I’ve read this story 2 times, and to say the truth the second time it wasn’t holding my interest. I mean, the
first time I finished the story in a day or so, but the second time I have been putting it aside every 2 or 3
chapters. I finally made myself sit down and finish it this morning. I finally understood why I was so
frustrated with the story. It was a shoujo in every essence of it. Okay, maybe not in every as the romance
between a teacher and a student, but in how the relationship progressed it was way too shoujo. The first time
I read the story I just wanted to know faster how it ended, but the second time, I just wanted to remember
some details, and as some other as kissing issue was coming to it annoyed me a lot.

The story progresses fast in the time lapses. It covers about 3.5 years. That’s quite a lot for 57 chapters.
However, the relationship doesn’t progress that fast. It does progress fast in some aspects but in others it is
taking snail steps. The emotional growth of the relationship between Kazuma and Fumino is very fast and
interesting, however, their physical one is really slow. I am not counting small assaults; I’m taking about a
real, normal kiss here. I’m seriously astonished with Kazuma for having such great self-control. He was
living with a girl who he loves for three years, and plus they’re married!

I guess for me the story lacked he hotness. I liked the concept a lot. I loved the situations; it just lacked that
small physical contract. But that’s for me. Overall, this story is fantastic as a comedy and slice of life and of
course shoujo genre representative. The characters are well developed. You see them in different situations
and you fall in love with them. No matter what you love the characters and their banter. At the end no matter
how frustrated you were you still love the story and imagine what will happen next. I hope you’ll find some
time to read this sweet story! You’ll have lots of fun. Enjoy it to its fullest and don’t forget to share your
thoughts below! Stay tuned for more reviews as well as promos. Don’t miss your next favourite book or
manga! Happy reading!

XOXO

Katie

P.S.

I have just found an extra chapter, which was released some years after the final chapter, and trust me your
mind will be blown. I had no idea that the author would put such a bold scenes after how mild the whole
story was.



Laura D says

A cute and fluffy ending but a bit rushed and would have benefited from being fleshed out.

Anna says

For some reasons, I do not rate mangas and manhwas. I just can't.

Cute and refreshing manga. I wish there was more of it but at the same time, I'm glad it ended the way it did.
I loved all the characters.

Annie says

All good things must come to an end.... I really liked this series, it was cute and funny, and basically it gives
you all fluffy feelings.

The ending and the last arc wasn't original but the important part of this cake is the filling, which btw is very
sweet.

I give the whole series an 8 out of 10. I recomend it for fans of Akuma de sourou and Absolute boyfriend.

Vanessa Kay says

*This review is for the series as a whole with 4 out of 5 stars*

After reading this manga, I was debating to myself on what rating I should give it. You see, when I was just
in the middle part of this story, I already concluded that I will be giving it a 3.5 star rating, but man!!!! I love
love love the ending. It was far from what I imagined and that’s really a relief. After the scene with sensei’s
father, I thought everything will be cliché, but man! I didn’t anticipated the ending. It’s absolutely a perfect
HEA, and you know how I’m such a sucker for that hehe. I’m just so happy with how everything turned out.
I’m super happy that I shed a tear. It’s just, it seems like I was there in this story and felt what sensei and
Fumino was feeling at that moment.

Kisu Yori mo Hayaku or also known as Faster than a Kiss in English is a story of Fumino, a highschool
student who after getting tired of moving from one relatives to another, decided to ran away together with
her younger brother, Teppei. While on the park, her sensei (teacher) approached them and asked what she’s
doing. She got pissed so she demanded him to marry her so he can take good care of her and her brother. Out
of tension between their confrontation, sensei said yes. And that is the start of their “secret” married life.

Unlike book reviews, I don’t mind sharing some spoilers when I’m reviewing a manga, so get ready haha. So
what made me shed a tear? It was on the part where Fumino is walking down the aisle towards sensei. My!
That was just so heartwarming. No words spoken, it’s just the two of them looking so lovingly at each other.
If this manga would have made it into an anime, I’m pretty sure I’ll be watching that scene over and over



again. It’s just so rewarding that after what they’ve been through, the happy moments and hardships they’ve
shared, they finally able to overcome all of those and finally get married for real. It’s just beautiful. And
speaking of beautiful, their first kiss indeed was so beautiful. Aww.. and thinking about it, I guess I’m going
to start re-evaluating my feelings about the rain lol haha. Wanna know why? Well, that’s something you
should find out for yourself. *wink

The idea of a student falling in love with her teacher is something that isn’t new to me. I’ve read and watch
movies with that same logic before so I am really excited to find out how the author will remedy that and
made me interested in this story to the extent of finishing it. And my! I sure did enjoyed this one.

Some may find it gross but hey hey hey, the professor is just 24 years old so it’s fine. Plus with a handsome
face like that, I wouldn’t be having any second thoughts. Plus, he look so hot with or without glasses, but I
think I’ll go for a glasses look for sensei. Why’s that? Well, he look so dang hot without his glasses so to
avoid any women gawking at him, it’s better if he wear his glasses or I could kill someone haha.

I always love highschool romances so it wasn’t really a surprise that I enjoyed this one. Faster Than a Kiss
wasn’t really in my radar until I stumbled to this one. It’s only 12 volumes and it’s already completed so I
decided to check out the sypnosis and I like the idea, plus, the characters looks so good together so why not?
It’s the shortest in my manga TBR so I decided to read it first. You see, I don’t usually read the manga
without watching the anime first but seeing that it doesn’t have one, I guess I’ll have to check this out myself
eh?

I have to say that Faster Than a Kiss is not your typical student falling in love with her sensei story. It’s not
just the romance that is covered with this manga but it has so much more. You see, it’s just 12 volumes but
it’s composed of so many chapters. I thought I know what’s going to happen next or I know how it’ll end but
I was surprised with all the scenes the author added to this story. I love that it also includes about friendship,
about family especially about relationship between siblings and also about not just love triangle but I guess
that’s 5? Well, you see, Fumino is quite a Rapunzel in this story because of her long hair feeling lol haha.

The reason I was torn between 3.5 and 4 star rating because this manga had some confusing chapters. I’m not
just talking about the drawing but also for the English translation, but then I realized that I should be
thankful. Without these amazing translators who works so hard even without compensation, I was able to
read this story eh? So I guess the only issue for me were the drawing. I’m not saying it’s bad, but there were
some scenes and parts that was confusing that it made me spend a long time examining the pages to
understand the scenes and the action it’s trying to portray. But I think that’s only a total of 2-3 chapters, all
other chapters were great. And speaking of great, you can browse my favorite scenes from this manga here.
*wink

The conflict, well, there’s so many conflicts in this story, but I’m so glad that the author didn’t add some
annoying ones. Well, unless you count the part about sensei’s father, because that was downright annoying,
but so far it didn’t stretched the far, because we finally got to see Fumino and sensei’s wedding, ayeeii. But
even without the wedding, with cute Teppei around, they already look like one cute family. And my, Fumino
and Teppei cosplaying while welcoming sensei everytime he comes home was quite cute, haha.

Although there’s no annoying conflicts, I have to say that there’s this annoying character that I really want to
kill myself. And who would that be? Well, it’s sensei’s younger brother Shouma. My! He was really a pain
in the ass. He’s hot and he’s cold and is downright jerk. If there are different classes of jerks, he’ll be in class
A. I understand about his feelings towards Fumino but going to deal with his action of getting behind sensei
and Fumino was so frustrating and irritating to watch/read. He’s just lucky that sensei didn’t lose his cool



and was able to handle it maturely (well, not most of the time, haha).

For Fumino’s character, she was introduced as this badass chick who beat up guys who are doing bad to her
classmates, but when she’s finally living with sensei, she somewhat loses her groove and was always in a
situation where sensei always rescues her. Don’t get me wrong, I like her character but the saving the damsel
in distress we’re too much. But on the other hand, she sure loves her younger brother so much. I love how
she’ll do anything just for him and that really soften my heart. And ofcourse, I adore her kindness even to
those who doesn’t deserves it, her cool, her courage and her guts. My! This girl is really something. And you
know what else? I love how she fight so hard for sensei. She’s the kind of girl that knows what she wants and
fights for it, and that’s the kind of attitude I like for a heroine.

Sensei on the other hand is definitely a prince charming material. He’s so nice, so good looking and
everything you need for a guy is within him. He’s just too perfect which makes his character unrealistic. But
even with that perfect attitude and appearance, I have to say that it didn’t stop me from liking him genuinely.
I did not fall-in-love-with-him-and-wanting-to-become-the-heroine way but I really love his character. And
my, didn’t I tell you how sensual his way of disinfecting Fumino’s wounds? haha. But beyond that perfect
appearance, his distorted past makes up for it thus making his character relatable. What he’s been through
and how he was able to get past them makes me so proud of him. Despite what he’s been through, I’m happy
that he was able to become what he is now and finally found the woman who will love him and makes him
happy.

There’s still some issue about his father and his relationship with sensei from way back before that wasn’t
introduced to us completely but I guess the part where he bought Fumino’s wedding dress is enough to
compensate it haha sucker.

Most POV of the manga were taken from the main character either the girl or the guy or from a third party,
but for this one, I guess it’s safe to say that it was mostly from Fumino unless you’ll include some individual
parts like the one from Shouma who was struggling about his feelings towards Fumino. I always love to hear
about sensei so it was great that he had 1 chapter that is taken from his own POV, it was short yes but at least
it was on the part where he talks about his feelings toward Fumino.

Both of the main characters confesses their feelings in the early volume so I thought after that all will be
going to be predictable but the twist and turn surprised me.

This is the third shojo manga that I’ve read but differently not my first shojo anime so I have a lot to
compare with, but so far, I find this one enjoyable. It didn’t just made me fall in love but it made me laugh
my heart out.

And oops, I almost forgot. Aside from the romance and a little bit of comedy, I was eyeing to Fumino’s
younger brother, Teppei. My! I guess he’s one of the most cutest character I’ve encounter so far.

If you love YA and drooling over a hot sensei, then Faster Than a Kiss is definitely for you.

Rating: 4 out of 5 stars

Read my full review post

To read more of my reviews, book news and updates:
Main Blog: Blushing Geek
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Donna Selina Bravo says

[ the part where Shouma cries when he sees a picture of her in a wedding dress, awww, I was like, "Shouma,
I feel for you." (hide spoiler)]

Hannah says

Series Review: A cute and heartwarming manga that romance lovers will adore. The beginning and end of
the series seemed a little rushed and confusing but the journey in between was fun and at times emotional.
This manga is stronger in characters than in plot as there was some repetition in plot devices. Over all I
would recommend giving this manga a try!

Rena says

So yes, if I haven't made this clear. This story was so adorable and precious, and I just loved these two to
death. I actually liked most of the characters very strongly. This is a good read for when you get upset about
anything. Light-hearted and sweet. Good use of time.

Christina says

Finally got the happy ending I wanted and was waiting for. This was a great way to end the series but i was
hoping they would have an extra with a baby.

listerature says

This series was just so CUTEEEEEE.

It was worth it. The wait. Right now, I'm overwhelmed with feels.

I was on the brink of crying at some moments, broke out in euphoric laughter at others, screamed
hysterically at the rest and just fell in love with all the characters throughout.

There was something to this manga that made me love all the characters... They were just so likeable! Even
the supposed antagonists, I ended up appreciating.

It was really slowly-paced, the manga covering 2+ years of Fumino & Kazuma's relationship. But I liked that
slow pace, we did have a lot of fillers, which was entertaining to read, which highlighted a much more



realistic romance which was being held back.

It was pretty predictable though, which lowered down my star rating.

Meca Tanaka, does not have anything particularly different about her art style that I would immediately
recognise and be able to differentiate from other artists in the Shoujo manga scene.

Characters were also very typical (but still likeable as I mentioned above) and seemed pretty two-
dimensional.

Overall, this will always have a special place in my heart but definitely not the best shoujo manga I've read.


